UA National Pan-Hellenic Council

NPHC SILVER CUP

2015 Application

All fraternities and sororities are encouraged to participate in the NPHC Silver Cup Competition. The events that chapters must participate in are listed below. Greek Life will recognize the chapter for their overall performance and accomplishments. In order to be recognized, chapters must be in compliance with the University of Arkansas, Greek Life and the National Pan-Hellenic Council. The Award will be presented at the annual Order of Omega Greek Awards program.

The competition evaluates chapter performance from January 12, 2015- April 13, 2015.

Sign in sheets will be available at every competition and will be kept in the Greek Life Office. Points will be given at each general assembly meeting by the scholarship chairperson. He or she will be responsible for calculating the total number of points after each event. The National Pan-Hellenic President will verify the scores after each event. All events require 50% participation of chapter’s members unless otherwise specified. If you have any questions regarding this application, please contact Ethan Williams at exw018@uark.edu or Ashley Bloxom at akbloxom@uark.edu
NPHC Silver Cup Scoring Rubric for Spring 2015

NPHC Involvement 75% Attendance Required

- Greek Sing Performance and Greek Sing Community Service (10pts)
- Spring Greek Day Stroll Competition (5pts)

NPHC Chapter Events 50% Attendance Required (10pts)

- Each chapter will host an event where 50% of other chapter membership has to attend in order to receive the 10 points for that event. Each chapter is able to receive 70 points if these guidelines are met. (The events must be submitted to NPHC scholarship chair by December 12, 2014 at 5:00 pm)

UGC/PC/IFC Involvement: Bonus toward Silver Cup

- Greek Collaboration w/ UGC, PC or IFC (10pts with a maximum of 3 events) provide event description and partnering organization
- Spring Greek Day Overall Winners – (10pts)

Sorority/Fraternity Participation

- Members serving on Executive Board (5pts each) provide name and organization
- Highest Fraternity GPA Fall (20pts)
- Highest Sorority GPA Fall (20pts)
- Collaboration with an RSO (20pts) provide RSO name and event description. You are limited to one collaboration a semester.

*Your chapter must receive 125 points or more to be eligible to win Silver Cup.*